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C.O.P. - STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA

NANCY HAHE NAMED OMEGA PHI
GIRL AT ANNUAL SERENADE

May 18, 1956 — No. 14 >
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JANE BARRETT OUTSTANDING
SENIOR WOMAN OF THE TEAR

Graduating
Seniors
List

Miss Nancy Hane, twenty year old coed from Alpha
Jane Barrett was honored last night at the AWS annual
Theta Tau sorority, was presented Wednesday night asl A tentative list of graduating
banquet as the Outstanding Senior Woman of 1956. Jane's
the 1956 Omega Phi Girl. The presentation was made by seniors has been released by the
name will be engraved on the Outstanding Senior Women
Ron DeVight, president of Omega Phi, after the fraternity registrar's office. The list inplaque in the administration building. She also received a
cI
ud
es:
had concluded a campus serenading which led to the climax | , .
Lorenzo Cavcza Agdeppa, Carol Arm key for her award.

in sorority circle.
Omega Phi girl first came
about in 1940, when Miss Leslie
Knowle's was chosen. The cam
pus serenade and choosing of an
Omega Phi girl has been tradi
tional ever since.
ACTIVITIES
Miss Hane has' been active on
campus since coming to the Col
lege of the Pacific from Monte
rey. She is a junior and was re
cently elected AWS president.

strong, Robert E. Badger, Frank Ryder
Baldwin, Loren Claude Baldwin, Jane
Lucas Barrett, Richard Lynn Bassett,
Don Reginald Beiter, Mark Blinoff, Lino
Borelli, Fredric Hamilton Buslier, Fran
ces Kimes Butterbaugh;
holm Carroll, Patricia Diane Chase,
Anne Marie Chiapelone, Cesare Fred
Ciatti, Lawrence Albert Clark, Cyntria
Cobb, James Albert Collins, Ellmena
Patricia Crawford, Frances Kelly Craw
ford, James Darrell Crawford, Gene
Edward Cronin, Imelda Cummings, Ce
cil A. Culp;
Darrell Burton Delavan, Ronald Vic
tor DeVight, Barry W. Domer, William
A. Doshier, Ruth Elizabeth Dow, Edwin
A. Eastberg, Jr., Royanne Fefley, Anna
Ferri, Carol Marie
Fillmore, Jane
Fischbeck, Dorothy Lucile Fischer, Ina
Patricia Flemming, Ota Lee Fletcher,
Mabel Winifred Forsyth, LaVerne An
nette Frick, Clare Ellen Fritzsche;
Justin C. Ga mayo,..James Floyd Gam
mon, Sheila Keil Gillen, Gerald Eu
gene Gillespie, Vincent E. Gomez, Jr.,
Saul Man Gong, Frances Ruth Gordenker, Suzanne E. Graeflih, Arlen Anne
Gray, Donald Edward Hall, Robert
Eugene
Hardman,
Philip
Reynolds
Hardymon, Alice Lee Harris, Muriel
Maddock Hartwig, Rotus Lindley Har
vey, Wilma Helen Hcckcnlaible, Nellie
Alice Taylor Howard;
Delmar Rogers Jacobs, William Por
ter Jacobs, Lola Vida Johnson, Shirley
Ann Johnston, Gale Henry Jordan,
George Koomei Kato, Muriel Van Gil
der Keaton, Anne Lurce Kellner, Mar
garet Mary Kidd, David Allyn King,
Mary Jayne Krebs, Jack Herbert Kreis
Mary Elizabeth Kyle;
Paula M. Lane, Charmaine Joan LaRiviere, Elizabeth Laskin, Renee Lc1
Sours national Qnnhnmorvi \xrr\ S . re». Petty Carlson Lewis, Ernest
opuib, nauonai sopnomore WO- Roland Lindo, Helen Diane Linn, Wil-

The award of outstanding se
nior woman is made by the AWS
annually at the spring banquet.
Ten women are selected from the
senior class by the AWS cabinet,
and a faculty committee selects
the final choice.
ACTIVITIES
Jane has been active in campus
activities since her freshman
year. She is this semester the
senior class president. She has
worked on the CRA council in
charge of chapel services, been a
Nancy was a member of Spurs
member of the senate, chairman
in her sophomore year, and was
of the 1955 homecoming barbeque, and was elected to the Who's
tapped last night at the AWS
Who in American Colleges earlier
banquet as a Knolen. She is so
this year. Jane is also a member
cial chairman of Alpha Thete
of TKK and has held several
Nancy will also be remembered
house offices.
as a song girl during the athletic
The four outstanding senior
season.
women were also announced dur
ing the banquet. The National
Last year the Omega Phi girl
American Association of Univer
was a sorority sister of Nancy's,
sity Women award two year-free
Miss Jan Richards, this year the
memberships and the state AAPSA social chairman.
UW awards two. The girls so
Knolens, senior women's honor
(Continued on Page 3)
men's honorary society, tapped Rnurd0peopcLLo%e®everly Ann Lloyd
ary society, tapped their new
their new members during the|
£££ &
members last night at the AWS
Arthur R. Monica, Robert Arthur
AWS banquet. New members I fjacy,
Maron, Arlene Dickinson Marsh, Elean
banquet. One of the climaxes of
I1
en
were chosen from the outstand, : ® Metzier, Marilyn Lois Miller,
Volet Suzanne Milligan, Wilma Lueile the traditional banquet, the tap
mg women members Of the fresh- ,}?'tchel,>.Patricia Ann Moore, Andrew
Thomas Murphy, Jr., Melvln It. Nicker- ping, showed ten new members
on>.Eugenc
F- Northcott, Ronald ei
men class; fifteen in all were ?,
lis JNunn;
of Knolens.
chosen.
Margaret H. O'Brien, Donald Leroy
Olson, Donald Lloyd Olson, Elizabeth
The new members are: Karen
Installation will be held for the ? A ' 4Illy Kayoko Oshima, Maxine
A slate of events disclosed this
L. Ownshy, Frances Jane Peterson, Anderson,
Phyllis Ball, Doris
"There is cheating of all sorts
(Continued on page 3)
week by senior class officers will new members Monday night, May
Fleming, Tommy Kay Hall, Nan in every class I've attended at
enable final-less seniors to spend 21, in the home of Dean Davis.
cy Hane, Elaine Howse, Patty College of the Pacific," stated a
their last few days on campus in
The new Spur members are:
Lou
Lloyd, Janice Rodman, Mar freshman student recently in a
the company of their classmates.
Mona Fikry, Barbara Lawrence,
ianne Tuttle, and Susan Vander- basic composition clasg. assign
An all-senior banquet will be
Laan.
Tricia Beattie, Janet Mathieson,
ment.
held Wednesday, June 6 at 6:30
This student's opinion was only
Lani
Moir,
Lorna
Sanderson,
Following
the
banquet,
the
new
P m. The place will be announced
one
of dozens culled from some
Knolens
were
installed
at
a
cere
With finals coming soon, many
'ater. Dean of Men Edward S. Micky Babb, Beth Adamson, Lin
70 other papers revealing meth
Betz is scheduled as guest speak- da Blevins, Carol Chappell, Janet students will start reviewing mony held in the chapel.
ods, causes, and results of cheat
er for the dinner.
Planning is now under way to ing at COP.
Cordes, Gloria Russell, Peg Boe- courses from the examination pa
pers
given
during
the
year.
consider the move of Knolens
The annual picnic is slated vers, Pat Mondon, and Nancy
A report based on representa
Through the co-operation of the into Morter Board, National Sen
Thursday, June 7. The site has Achilles.
tive observations in the papere
faculty, copies of many examina ior Association.
n°t yet been announced. Senior
disclosed 20 specific cribbing
tions which have been handed out
class officers earlier this week
methods, ranging from illegally
for students to take home have
uere still negotiating whether to
secured
exams to notes penned on
been placed on file in the COP
^Pend the all-day outing as a
girl's kneecaps.
library.
oat trip or a dry-land affair.
But according to Student Af
The following exams are avail
A breakfast and campus "pil
fairs Commissioner Bruce Shore,
able
at
the
reference
desk:
grimage" Saturday, June 9, is
nothing "new" was noted in the
French 106, Advanced Grammar,
'he final event before Baccalau
lengthy report. However, he said,
American
Literature,
Basic
Comp,
reate services at 10:30 Sunday
Applications will be accepted
Tomorrow night will be the fi the findings are noteworthy for
jPorning. Chancellor Tully C. up to twelve noon on May 23 for College Arithmetic, Health 208,
pointing out obvious comparison
n°les will address the graduates
Physical Geology, History of Geo nal studio theatre performance of feelings toward the establish
the
following
appointive
offices:
logy, Elements of Geography, of "The Hairy Ape," by Eugene ment of an honor code.
at the service.
Graduation exercises will be student affairs commissioner, Natural Science 101, Art of Lan O'Neill.
And according to comments in
commissioner, guage, Shakespeare, Social Psy
held Sunday at 7:00 p.m. in Bax communications
the report, there may be a long
A
r
t
M
e
s
i
s
t
r
a
n
o
,
p
l
a
y
i
n
g
drives
commissioner,
organiza
chology,
General
Psychology,
The
ter Stadium.
haul ahead.
Chairmen in charge of Senior tions commissioner, and graduate Family, Sociology 140 and 112, the leading role of "Yank," is sup
A teacher who takes no pre?
Mental Hygiene, Survey of ported by a well-cast troupe in cautions, observes one student,
eek are Royanne Fefley, ban student representative.
cluding Kevin McCrea, Linda lends temptations of dishonesty
quet; Dorothy Fischer, picnic;
Before applying, applicants English Literature.
In addition to these tests avail Blevins, Lani Moir, Jack Wil- to his class. Also, stated another,
Anne Chiapelone, breakfast and should check the qualifications as
Phgrimage; Jane Barrett, bacca- stated in the constitution of the able to all students, the Honor loughby and others.
does one who is too strict.
'aureate.
PSA. Qualifications should be Committee has found by a survey
"This division of sympathy is
Tickets are 50c and will be sold not uncommon," declared Shore,
A letter of information con stated when applying, along with of living groups, that many tests
cerning further developments in the reasons for application. These have been handed out and are at the door. Curtain time is 8:30. "but it is an obstacle to the estab
enior Week will be sent to se letters should be given to John now available to only members of Two performances were given lishment of a real, working honor
niors next week.
Corson.
(Continued on page 3)
earlier in the week.
(Continued on page 3)

SPURS TAP
NEW GIRLS

KNOLENS
TAPPED

SENIOR WEEK
PLANS SET
JUNE 4 TO 10

HONOR COMM.
REPORT SENT
TO FACULTY

FINAL EXAMS
IN LIBRARY

Apply Today
For PSA Jobs

"Hairy Ape"
Closes Sat.
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Dewey Shepherd
In the end, it all conies out of your pocket

"You hear a lot of complaints these days about
high taxes. And rightly so.
"But most people who complain about the

tax bite are referring to their income tax. Ever

stop to think about some of the other taxes you
pay that aren't quite as obvious—yet they run
up the bill just the same ?
"The taxes, for example, that you pay business
as part of the cost of every product you buy.
"Take, for instance, property taxes in Santa
Barbara County, California. Last year they
amounted to $11,897,300. Union Oil paid
5.15% of that $11,897,300. Add what the other

34 oil companies in the county contributed,
and the petroleum industry accounted for 26%
of the county's property tax.
"I said the petroleum industry. Actually, the
money came from the customers of the indus
try as part of the cost of product. And it's
the same in every business.
"That's why, every time any taxes are in
creased, it's really your taxes that are raised.
In the end, it all comes out of your pocket."
*
*
*
*
Dewey Shepherd speaks with more than casual
authority. He manages Union Oil's tax depart

ment, and is responsible for paying our taxes
to some 800 government agencies.
Today your total tax bill for government is
approximately 30% of national income. This
is more than a week of every month you work, and
it doesn't promise to get any cheaper.
It seems to us that this kind of taxation is
confiscatory. And whether it means to or not,
it can cripple the free competitive economy on
which it depends.
YOUR COMMENTS ARE INVITED. Write: The President,

Union Oil Company, Union Oil Bldg., Los Angeles 17, Cal.

Union Oil Company
.

.

OF CALIFORNIA

MANUFACTURERS OF ROYAL TRITON, THE AMAZING PURPLE MOTOR OIL
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CHEM SCHOLARSHIPS GRANTED
FUNDS GIVEN BY FIBREBOARD

Pacific recently received checks totalling: SI,600 from Fibreboard Products to be used for scholarships in chemistry. The
checks, one for $1,000, to be divided among three entering fresh
men in the fall, and another for $600, to be given to a current
junior chemistry major, were presented to Dr. Robert E. Burns
by Peter Van Der Muelen, personnel director of the Stockton
division of Fibreboard.
Applications now are being re-+
ceived from high school seniors
with high scholarship records and
an interest in chemistry. The full
tuition scholarship of $600 will
be awarded to a member of the
A three-year scholarship to the
class of 1957 to be selected on the
famed Parsons School of Design
basis of high scholarship and
in New York is being offered to
need of assistance. This will be
students of interior design in the
the second year for freshman Bay Area, Archibald Taylor,
scholarships sponsored by Fibrepresident of the Northern Cali
board, said Dr. Emerson Cobb, fornia chapter of the American
chairman of the chemistry depart Institute o f Decorators, an
ment, but the senior scholarship nounced today.
is new.
GRANT
Several chemistry majors who
The grant, worth $700, is open
are graduating in June have won
to any university, junior college
fellowships averaging $1500 plus or fourth year high school stu
tuition, according to Dr. Cobb.
dent in Northern California.
Lynn Swanson has accepted a
The local AID chapter, in co
graduate fellowship at UC; Koooperation with
the Parsons
mi Kato has received a fellow School, an internationally recog
ship in agricultural chemistry at
nized institution specializing in
the University of Utah; and interior design and architecture,
Bruce Shore has a fellowship at has set up the problem for the
Massachusetts Institute of Tech
competition.
nology.
Applicants for the scholarship
Other chemistry majors include must design the drawing room of
Kenneth Marsh, a graduate stu a New York City duplex apart
dent, who will join the staff of
ment, including floor plan, furni
the UC radiation laboratories at ture arrangement, wall elevations
Livermore; and Jose Natoli, an and accessories in full color with
other graduate, who will enter the descriptive text.
field of high school teaching.
Deadline for the competition is
July 31, 1956, and entries must
be submitted to Taylor at 210
Post
St., San Francisco.
(Continued from Page 1)

DESIGN SCHOLARSHIP
OFFERED BY PARSONS

More HONORS

system, under which would pre
vail an atmosphere free of con
cern for dishonesty."
He stressed the need of student
and faculty backing in bringing
about this ideal code, and added
that the present policy of "mak
ing it easier not to cheat" is
merely an inaugural step.
Proctoring,
a
preventative
measure in the present policy,
has been discontinued because
some students resent the appar
ent insinuations. "We believe we
have accomplished our purpose of
stimulating thought toward the
honor code," said Shore, "but we
think that continued policing of
the classrooms is going in the
wrong direction."
As a step in the "right" direc
tion, the Student Affairs Com
mittee has suggested a file of
examinations available to all
students be placed in the COP
library. The file, containing copies
of tests allowed out of the class
room, would enable students to
prepare for exams and, ideally,
reduce the temptation of cheat
ing.
Last week, however, the propos
al was voted down by the faculty.
Other preventative measures
noted were de-emphasis on
grades, more use of essay-type
exams, and "exchanging" of
teachers during exams.
A report of the findings is to
be sent to each member of the
faculty.

More EXAMS

(Continued from Page 1)

these living groups. These in
clude: Bible 101, 102, 111, 112,
113, 114, Botany 13, Business 11,
37, 38, 113, 123, 133, 135; Chem
istry 11, 12, 121, 122,; Econ. 10,
11, 19, 106, 121, 126, 129, 138, 230;
Education 130, 106; Psychology
11, 106, 140; English 12, 130; Geol
ogy 10; History 17, 18, 116, 118,
130, 134, 135, 111; Poly. Sci. Iff,
11, 30; Math. 25; Mod. Lang. 41,
42; Music 10; Philosophy 13, 119;
Sociology 11, 12, 101, 104, 120,
125, 135; Speech Zoology 33; Gen
eral Biology.
This semester the Honor Com
mittee has attempted to start an
official library file of examina
tions which are handed out to be
kept by students. With continued
faculty cooperation it may be
possible for all students to have
equal advantage studying for
exams.

More SENIORS

(Continued from Page 1)

Evelyn Frances PlunVett, Phyllis Ann
Pvle, Violet Dolores Tesch Ouimby:
Catnlinn Balnsabps Repollo, Janice
Aileen Richards, Herbert L. Robinson,
Keith E. Roper. Bruce. William Rosemond. Harry Trubee Sailmon, Jr., Fran
cis H. Saunders, MaMon R. Schmidt,
Ronald George Schmitt, Wayne Allen
Segale, Patricia Eleanor Seymour, Vcrna Mary Brolly Shenefelt;
Bruce Walter Shore, Paul Harold
Joseph Slattery. Harvev Clayton Smith,
Eoroy Don Smith, William R. Stanfield,
Clara Jane Stewart, Lewis Woodworth
Stewart. Morgan Sutherland Stoltz, Lynwood Walter Swanson, Kenneth Dane
Swearingen. Billy Edward Swor;
Eva Luella Tarr, Robert Leroy Tay
lor, Lloyd Sanford Thorsen, Harold A.
Donald Barrett, pianist, will be Tillinehast. Jr., Dewey Tompkins, Bev
erly Rae Trittschub, Betty Van Hooser,
featured in a graduate recital on Leora Eulinger Warner, Barbara Carol
Webber, Joanne Louise Wild, Jcannine
Sunday afternoon at 4 o'clock, Carolyn
Williams;
Rolfe Kenneth Williams II. James
May 20, in the conservatory.
David Wing, Joan Madeline WinterToccata in G Minor*
- Bach mantel, Robert Lee Wise, Warren Wise,
John Richard Wright, Mee Chee Wu,
II
Sonata in C Major
Beethoven Helen Marie Zlatnik, Donald K. Zumbro;
Intermission
Mary Curphy, Lee Freeman, Patricia
HI
Prelude, Chorale, and Fugue .... Franck Moxncss, John Varner.

GRADUATE RECITAL
TO BE HELD MAY 2 0

Young Drivers
Quick, But
Death Quicker

1955 was one of the bloodiest
years on our nation's highways,
with a near record total of 37,800
deaths. As if this were not grim
enough, young drivers figured
prominently in compiling these
statistics. More than 27% of all
drivers involved in fatal accidents
last year were under twenty-five
years of age, a greater number
than ever before.
This figure, in the recently re
leased safety booklet "Fatal Fal
lacies," an annual publication of
the Safety Service of The Trav
elers Insurance Companies of
Hartford, Connecticut, empha
sizes the fact that the safety rec
ord of drivers under twenty-five
deteriorated sharply in 1955.
The inescapable conclusion to
this is that excessive speed and
recklessness are the principal
faults in these accidents.
In comparison, it can be pointed
out that the group of drivers over
twenty-five years of age made a
significant improvement in their
safety record for 1955. This im
provement was evident particu
larly in the incidence of fatal ac
cidents, once again pointing to
the speed and recklessness of
younger drivers.
Young people react quickly and
learn quickly. With these two
factors in their favor, their driv
ing record should theoretically be
better than their elders'. Fast re
flexes are not enough, however,
to avert a serious accident involv
ing a recklessly driven car trav
eling at an excessive rate of
speed.

SENIORS
Seniors will be contacted by
mail and in person concerning
all Senior Weeks events, but for
any other information seniors
should see one of the following
girls:
Janet Barrett, Ane Chiapelone,
or Royanne Fefley in Tau Kap
pa, HO 2-9419; Ina Flemming, in
South Hall, HO 2-9572; or Doro
thy Fisher, Alpha Thete, HO
2-9292.

More AWS

(Continued from Page 11

honored are Lola Johnson, Osky
Stewart, Ruth Dow, and Dorothy
Fischer.
The AWS banquet was held
Thursday night in the dining hall,
and all the girls on the campus
attended. During thq dinner
Spurs and Knolens tapped their
new members.
Entertainment was given by
Patty Lou Lloyd, Arlene Baclig,
and Tricia Beattie. Dean Davis
gave a talk on "Harmony." Nan
cy Hane acted as master of cere
monies, while Dean Bertholf
gave the invocation.
Committee chairmen were: en
tertainment, Judy McMillin; tick
ets, Rosemary Lindsey, Elaine
Howse; publicity, Sue Scrivener,
guests and hostesses, Osky Stew
art, Marianne Tuttle; invitations,
Dorothy Fischer, Jackie Chong;
programs, Karen Anderson, Bar
bara Lawrence; decorations, Donis Fleming, Dattie Doll; flowers,
Rosemary Ash.
Following the banquet an in
stallation of new officers of AWS
and members of Knolens took
place in the chapel.
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CLOTHES MAKE THE MAN PROPOSE
SAYS PSYCHOLOGIST PAT COMER

College men — get a glimpse of your matrimonial future by
taking a peek into your closet. A psychologist fellow by the name
of Patrick B. Comer Jr., came out with the bold statement that a
man wearing a tuxedo is far more likely to propose marriage than
a bird in a sport jacket.
» You can guide your matrimon
ial future by wearing the sport
jacket when going out with the
doll you don't want to marry —
and the tuxedo when with a babe
to whom you'd like to pop the
well-known question. It's a good
Competitive examinations will thing to remember when you
be held for the positions of pa leave the hallowed halls of learn
trolman and patrolman-clerk in ing and start to put together the
the Berkeley Police Department, pieces of your post-grad life.
William Danielson, Personnel Di
Mr. Comer didn't come across
rector, announced today.
this surprising reasoning by
The positions offer opportunity guesswork. He did a great deal
for a career in Berkeley's na of research, interviewing hun
tionally recognized police depart dreds of men on the subject of
ment. All promotions are made love and wearing apparel.
from within the ranks. Excellent
He discovered that (a) 68 per
working conditions include good
cent of the men were influenced
on-the-job training, liberal sick
leave, paid vacations and holidays, toward romance by the clothes
they wore and (b) 71 per cent
and membership in a good retire
felt more romantic while wear
ment system.
The starting pay for Patrolmen ing tuxedoes.
Everybody's glad the survey
is $384 with increases up to $415
per month plus an auto allow comes out as it did for the study
ance. Patrolmen-Clerks receive was sponsored by the makers of
'After Six" formal wear, and it
from $400-$430 per month.
Qualifications include high would have been a fine kettle of
school graduation or a certificate fish had the results shown that
of equivalence, age from 20 men are more romantic when
through 29, height of at least 5' wearing sweatshirts!
Mr. Comer and the "After Six"
9", good vision and normal color
vision, and possession of a valid people could have saved time and
California driver's license. Patrol money. All they had to do was to
men-Clerks must be able to type don a tuxedo, sidle up to a beau
at least 35 words per minute and tiful young gal —and see what
be willing to accept further train happens. Only trouble is — they're
all married men!
ing.
Applications may be obtained
from the Director of Personnel
in Berkeley's City Hall and
should be submitted before June
2, 1956.
An open discussion on the fall
of colonialism in the twentieth
century will be held by Dr. Tully
C. Knoles' graduate seminar stu
dents on May 31 at 8:00 p.m. in
Anderson Social Hall.
Any questions regarding the
The Government of Germany
subject
will be welcomed by
in gratitude for post-war Ameri
members of the class at that
can aid is offering 60 awards for
Graduate Study in Germany for time.
Interested graduate students
the academic year beginning No
and faculty members are invited
vember 1, 1956. The awards pro
vide 300 DM a month and ocean to attend.
travel from the eastern seaboard
to Germany and return.
Eligibility requirements: Amer
ican Citizenship, College degree,
good knowledge of German, and
Theta Alpha Phi, national
good health.
dramatic
honorary fraternity,
Married candidates are eligible
to apply, but no transportation or will hold a picnic in Columbia on
maintenance allowance is provi Saturday, May 19. The picnic will
be held in the home of Dr. Rob
ded for dependents.
ert
Burns and eating, swimming,
Graduate students will find op
portunities in Germany for study and fun will be the rule of the
in virtually all recognized fields: day.
All students who have partici
humanities and sciences, fine arts,
pated
in any way in Pacific
music. Candidates in the field of
medicine are discouraged from Theatre this year are invited to
applying. Candidates may desig attend the picnic. Betty Van Hoo
nate the institution of their ser is in charge of the food, and
Jerry Valenta is head of transporchoice.
Closing date of competition is tation.
June 1. 1956.
Application blanks and further
information may be obtained by
writing to Institute of InternaThere will be three senior stu
tional Education. 291 Geary St., ,jents speaking at Chapel on Tues~
t-,
;
o
frrtTTl
day. k
May oo
22. Jane Uorroft
Barrett from
San
Francisco
2.
Tau Kappa Kappa, Lloyd Thorsen
from Archania, and Leroy Smith
FROSH SNOW
from North Hall will be the three
CONE SALE
speakers. The topic that each will
The freshman class will have a discuss will be the theme of what
snow cone sale in front of the college has meant to them. Stucafeteria on Friday. May 18. and dent leader for the«m« *ill
on Monday. May 21. from 12 noon be Joanne Wild from Tau Kappa
until 2 p.m.
Kappa.

Police Needed
In Berkeley

KNQLE8' GRADUATE
SEMINAR MAY 21

German Awards
Offered To Grads

THEATRE PICNIC
IN GGLUMBIA

CHAPEL

Page Four
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CROSS WALK
LIGHT NEEDED
Approximately 30 members of
AKL and Zeta Phi attended the
meeting of the Stockton City
Council on Monday, May 14.
Spokesmen for each group ap
pealed to the council about the
need of a stop light at the corner
of Pacific Avenue and Fulton.
Data is now being gathered at
the houses to prove that a suffi
cient number of people cross the
street several times a day to war
rant the installation of a stop
light.

CHEM AWARDS
TO COP MEN
R o b e r t Shellenbarger a n d
Lynn Swanson won honors for
their research papers at the an
nual regional meeting last Friday
in Reno of the Student Affiliates
of the American Chemical So
ciety.

Ode To A
Strawberry
Breakfast

CIRCLE NEWS
AKL

If you like STRAWBERRIES
Here's a big treat
A STRAWBERRY
BREAKFAST
With all you can eat.

M oxness-G raziani
Pinned

Kudlich-Morey
Pinned

The pinning of Patsy Moxness
A poem written by Muff Mcto Bill Graziani was announced at Grouther and the passing of the
J Epsilon last week by the passing traditional candle announced last
of the traditional candle.
week that Judy Kudlich is pinned
Patsy is a senior education ma- to Tom Morey.
J u d y , from Atherton, is a
I jor from Van Nyes. She is a mem
member of Alpha Theta Tau. She
In sorority circle
ber of Epsilon Lambda Sigma.
is a sophomore majoring in his
From 8 to 11
Bill lives in Stockton and is a tory.
You'll eat so many
| member of Rhizomia. He is a
STRAWBERRIES
Tom, also from Atherton, is an
You'll think you're in heaven! senior majoring in business ad- industrial arts major at San Jose
ministration
State. He is a senior and be
STRAWBERRIES in bowls
longs to Delta Upsilon fraternity.
With sugar and cream
Jam on hot biscuits
SOCIAL...
It's just like a dream.
Everyone comes —
It's the thing to do
So count on May 20th
We hope to see you!

So hurry on over
It's really a must
And bring all your friends
To the STRAWBERRY
BREAKFAST!

A Cappella Choir
Ends Season

. . .CALENDAR

On May 15 Alpha Kappa Lamb
da celebrated their first anniver
sary as a national fraternity. jt
was just one year ago to the
date that they received their
charter.
On Saturday May 19 the AKL
dance "Prohibition Past Times"
will be held from 9 to 1.
dress will be costumes of the
twenties. The chaperones are Dr
and Mrs. Alfred Dale, and Dr
and Mrs. Charles Coffey.
Recently AKL elected and installed a board of directors. They
are: president, Dr. Marc Jantzenvice-president, William Troutner'
secretary, Alan Reyburn; and
Treasurer, Dr. Charles Coffey.

EPSILON

Epsilon Lambda Sigma will
hold its May Breakfast on Satur
day, May 19, at their house. Fol
lowing the breakfast the girls
and their dates will have an in
formal gathering.

FRIDAY, MAY 18
The 54-voice College of the
A Cappella Home Concert
I Pacific A Cappella Choir will
Omega Phi Formal
complete its 40th season Friday
Robert, a junior chemistry ma
(May 18) in Stockton with the SATURDAY, MAY 19
Rhizomia Spring Formal
jor, was a first place winner on
annual home concert in Pacific
Epsilon May Breakfast
a research paper on "the tanin FORUM ARTS . . .
| Auditorium at 8:15 p.m.
Omega Phi Alpha will hold
North-South-West Hall Dance
content of eucalyptus. Lynn, a
their annual formal dance to
Pacific
Conservatory
Dean
J.
AKL
Dance
senior, received honorable men SATURDAY, MAY 19
night, May 18, at the Stockton
I Russell Bodley will conduct. At
Studio Theatre, 8 p.m.
Studio Theatre "The Hairy
tion for his paper on quadrople
Country Club. The dance will be
tending
this
anniversary
concert
Ape"
moments. Dr. Hugh Wadmen and SUNDAY, MAY 20
preceded by a dinner at the club.
will be a former dean, Charles SUNDAY, MAY 20
Graduate Recital, 4 p.m.
Kenneth Marsh and James SchleChaperones for the dance will be
M.
Dennis
of
Sonora,
recently
re
Graduate Recital (Donald Bar
gal also attended from Pacific, TUESDAY, MAY 22
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Elliott and
tired supervisor of music for the
rett)
representing the COP chapter of
Chapel
Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Reynolds.
San
Francisco
schools,
who
or
Theta Alpha Phi Picnic
the affiliates, which has 20 mem
Stockton Chorale, 8:15 p.m.
Dance
music will be furnished by
ganized
the
COP
choir
in
1916.
bers.
"Y" Strawberry Breakfast
SUNDAY, MAY 27
the
Vince
Gomez Quartet.
He and Bodley have directed the
AKL Formal Initiation
The 1957 regional meeting will
Spring Oratorio, 8 p.m.
group, first collegiate A Cappella MONDAY, MAY 21
be held at COP. Schools partici TUESDAY, MAY 29
choir in the western states,
Tri-Beta Meeting
pating will be San Jose State,
Chapel
throughout its 40 years.
CSTA Meeting
Tau Kappa Kappa seniors will
California, St. Mary's, Fresno
A
varied,
three
part
program
TUESDAY,
MAY 22
be honored twice in the next few
State, Chico State, Sacramento
Sign along a wooded highway of outstanding sacred and secular
Chapel
weeks, once by their alumnae and
State, Nevada, U.S.F., San Fran in Vermont: "A Match Has a
Evening of Opera
once by a mother of one of the
cisco College for Women, and Head But Cannot Think. Never choral music is scheduled for the
concert. The composers repre WEDNESDAY, MAY 23
girls.
COP.
Let One Go Out Alone."
sented range from 17th century
Faculty Research Lecture
On May 21, a barbeque for the
(Dr. Jacoby)
to contemporary, giving full op
TKK seniors will be held in the
portunity to the choir which is
Stockton Chorale
home of Mrs. White. The dinner
noted for the wide range of music THURSDAY, MAY 24
will start at 6:30.
in its repertoire.
Awards Assembly
On May 26, at the home of Mrs.
During the current season the WEDNESDAY, MAY 30
Arnold Ure, mother of Nancy
Dead Week
Pacific choir has sung 50 en
Ure, the house will attend a
gagements. Notable among these THURSDAY, MAY 31
luncheon in honor of the seniors.
Final Exams
was the annual Easter perform
Tau Kappa Kappa will formal
—At
ance from Yosemite Valley, heard FRIDAY, JUNE 1
ly install their pledges and newly
Final Exams
coast-to-coast on radio networks.
elected house officers at a cere
mony to be held on Sunday, May
No seats are reserved for the MONDAY, JUNE 4
Final Exams
20. The installation will be fol
home concert. All tickets will be
Senior Activity Week
on sale at the door.
lowed by a breakfast in honor of
TUESDAY, JUNE 5
the new members.
Final Exams
Senior Activity Week
WEDNESDAY, JUNE 6
Zeta Phi sorority will formally
Final Exams
initiate 13 girls into membership
Senior Activity Week
on Sunday, May 20, at 2:00 in
THURSDAY, JUNE 7
Spring semester grades for all
Morris Chapel. Pledges to be ini
Senior Activity Week
students will be sent through the FRIDAY, JUNE 8
tiated are Brenda Browning, Jan
mail to their homes. All students
Cordes, Bobbi Simonds, Elaine
Commencement Concert
are requested to be sure that the SATURDAY, JUNE 9
Blum, Elaine Lee, Mary Ann
address that appears on their in
Peck, Mona Fikry, Nancy New
Knoles Lecture
formation cards in the registrar's SUNDAY, JUNE 10
ton, Jackie Whitehouse, Aurora
office is correctly given.
Rayno, Ann Wilson/ Ruth Die
Graduation
trich, and Peggy Gould.
Zeta Phi will install its offi
cers for the fall semester on
Thursday, May 24, at 8:00 in Mor
ris Chapel.

OMEGA PHI

TKK

CARE'S

REFUGEE CAMPAIGN

CHECK MAILING
ADDRESSES NOW

ZETA PHI

Mementos of

CRESTED RINGS

—

PACIFIC

CIGARETTE LIGHTERS

CERAMIC MUGS — GLASSWARE
STUFFED ANIMALS — PEANUTS
BEANIES

at the

32

A campaign to feed, clothe and rehabilitate the more than five
'"aid. ^

^^ t0day

is CARE s

newest project!

Packages will be distributed to refugees in the Gaza
"""Gem",ny-

»—

sent to CARE, 444 Market Street, San Francisco 11.

Sfrin

BURNS, EISELEN
ATTEND SEMINAR
Dr. Robert Burns, COP Presi
dent, and Dr. Malcolm Eiselen of
the history department, are going
abroad this summer with the
Sherwood Eddy Seminar.
The group, consisting of edu
cators, writers, and clergymen,
will leave New York by air on
June 20. The tour includes lec
tures and interviews with people
in the major capitols of Western
Europe and Russia.
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ALL CAMPUS
DANCE SAT.

AWARDS ASSEMBLY
TO BE HELD MAY 24

Summer Session Increase Seen
School To Hold Many Confabs

Student Recital
Monday, May 21

The annual Awards Assembly
will take plade on May 24 at
Dean J. Marc Jantzen said that an increase of seven or
11:00 in the Conservatory auditor
Monday evening, May 21, at
eight
per cent in enrollment is expected over last year's total
ium.
8:15,
the sixth student recital
The event is an occasion at of 2374 students at COP summer sessions.
will be held in the Pacific con
COP
is
as
busy
in
the
summer'*
which recognition is given to peo
servatory. Featured performers
ple who have been outstanding in as the rest of the year, accord
will be Polly Osborne, Walter
ing
to
Dean
Jantzen,
and
dormi
different departments and activi
Kiesz, Sharon Eggerts, Patricia
ties during the past year. Per tories and the dining hall facili
Stevens, and Gloria Sangalang.
sons who have been honored dur ties will be open to students.
I
With a Water-Lily
Grieg
The first summer session cur
ing the year, such as Mardi Gras
The Swan
Grieg
riculum
starts
Commencement
Solvejgs
Song
Grieg
queen and homecoming queen,
Grieg
Mr. Roy C. Votaw, deputy di A Dream
Day, June 10, with a Biology In
are also recognized.
Polly Osborne, soprano
Ferne Osborne, accompanist
tercession at the Pacific Marine rector of the California Youth
AWARDS
Authority
and
conference
mana
II
Among the many awards that Station, Dillon Beach. Two units
Toccata and Fugue in D Minor _. Bach
ger
of
the
recent
Governor's
Con
may
be
earned
by
students
tak
Walter
Kiesz,
Organist
will be given, two of the most
Airs Chantes Poulenc
anticipated are those going to ing either marine biology or field ference on children and youth,
Sharon Eggerts, soprano
was
the
chief
speaker
at
a
Maclyn Ball, accompanist
zoology.
The
courses,
from
June
the outstanding senior man and
III
8 to 10, cost $33 tuition, and meeting of the Pacific Associates Sonata in B Flat Major
woman.
Mozart
who
are
affiliated
with
the
De
Patricia Stevens, pianist
registration
is
June
11.
The theme of the assembly this
IV
partment of Religious Education
year is "Pacific: This is Your SESSIONS
Die Jungr Nonne
Schcbert
May 11 at 2 p.m. in R.E. 201.
Lob der Tranen
Schubert
Life." Jack Mansfield will act as
Liebestreu
Brahms
Following this initial session,
Brahms
This panel of Associates con O Lieblich Wangen
master of ceremonies, and a mys two regular summer session pro
Gloria "Sangalang, mezzo-soprano
tery person will be selected to grams are offering ,a possible sidered sponsoring a project of
Catalina Repollo, accompanist
The Composers Club of COP represent Pacific.
total units credit of 13, counting the department. Members of the Jerusalem, Thou High
will hold a recital on Monday af
panel are Fay Batten of Dos Tower'd City
Karg-Elcrt
The assembly is a traditional
ternoon, May 21, at 4:15 in the responsibility of the senior class. p.e. courses. Dean Jantzen, head Palos, Ernest Greenough of Mer Now Rest Beneath Night's
Shadow
—
Flor
PeeterS
conservatory. Featured will be Charmaine La Riviere is the gen of the sessions, said that all cour ced, Mrs. Percy F. Morris of Ber Toccata, from Fifth Organ
ses
for
the
A.
B.
requirements
Symphony
WIdor
the works of Maclyn Ball, Patri eral chairman.
will be given during the summer keley, Rev. Allan Philp of Watcia Seymour, Russell Warner,
sessions, June 19 to July 20, and sonville, Rev. Willard Rand of
Robert Davis, Donald Barrett,
Woodland, Rev. Byron P. Hovey
July 23 to August 24.
and Darrell Handel.
Tuition for the summer ses of Fresno, and Rev. Robert Boswell of San Francisco.
Suite for Piano
Maclyn Ball
sions is $16.50 per unit taken.
Canon
Resident students must work GUESTS
Waltz
Jig
with their counselors to plan
Invited guests included Prof.
Maclyn Ball, pianist
The first film the Methodist
their
programs but need not regi Margaret Loss and Dr. Edward
II
Church
has
produced
to
recruit
Song, "Thought"
Patricia Seymour
ster till June 19 and 20 for the Blakeman of Pacific School of
Patty Lou Lloyd, soprano
college students and young adults
The Speech Therapy Clinic is
first session.
Patricia Stevens, accompanist
Religion in Berkeley, Miss Jes
for missionary service overseas
III
Twenty-one departments of the sie Todd of San Francisco, and offering an 8-week training pro
Suite for Viola
will be released for general use
college will be offering courses, Mr. James H. Corson of Modesto. gram in speech and hearing for
and Piano
Russell Warner early this summer.
Prelude
and
the faculty will include 64 Guests from Stocktqn are Bishop children and adults this summer.
Dirge
'Reply to Reality," a 30-minute
Rondo
resident instructors, and 28 visit Sumner Walters, Miss Helen Individual and group therapy will
sound and color movie, was
Arthur Lewis, violist
ing professors who come from Wagstaff, Carl Melander, Robert be given for such problems as
Russell Warner, pianist
premiered at the Methodist Gen
stuttering, lisping, cleft palate,
schools such as University of
IV
Song, "Eastertide"
Robert Davis eral Conference at Minneapolis C o l o r a d o , W a s h i n g t o n S t a t e , Gregory, Dwight and Virginia cerebral palsy, articulation, de
Esther Duarte, contralto
Curtis, and Ralph Prime.
in late April. It was produced at
layed speech, and lip reading for
Charles Gruber, accompanist
Michigan State, Columbia Univer
Theme and Variation for Piano
the Nashville, Tenn., studios of
T h e c o n f e r e n c e c l o s e d w i t h the hard of hearing.
sity, Howard University and
on "La, so, fa,
a dinner in the President's dining
re mi"
Donald Barrett the Methodist Radio and Film Brooklyn College.
Those between the ages of 8
Edward Shadbolt, pianist
Commission for the Board of
room at 5:30.
and
18 will live on campus in a
V
Missions of the Methodist Church.
Rondo for Brass Instruments
fraternity house which is being
on "La, so, fa,
The new film is intended to be
rc» me"
Darrell Handel
ment, won 1st place in watercol- turned over to the speech depart
shown to campus student groups
Brass Choir
ors,
and Mrs. Helen Dooley Hodg- ment for the summer. Adults will
Darrell Handel, conductor
(Methodist and interdenomina
ins,
professor of art education, be living in the dormitories.
tional), youth fellowships, sum
This therapy program, directed
won
2nd
place in watercolors.
mer youth and student confer
by Dr. Howard Runion, is for a
The Stockton Art League pre
Other winners included Mrs. period of eight weeks. Teachers
ences, and church groups.
viewed its 6th Annual Spring Art Ruby White, former COP art ma who are taking course work and
FILM
The film tells how the chal Festival at the Haggin Galleries jor and wife of G. Warren White •working in the clinic with the
Pacific's annual Faculty Re lenge to missionary service is pre on May 10. During the preview, of the COP mathematics depart children may enroll for either of
search Lecture and Banquet will sented to the members of a col awards were given for prize win ment, and Mrs. Mabel Rubin, for the five-week sessions or for the
mer special COP art student. Mrs. entire ten-week period.
be held on May 23. The lecturer, lege student fellowship and their ning paintings.
Mr. Richard Yip, special in White won 3rd in watercolors,
Dr. Harold S. Jacoby, will speak adult advisors by a husband and
on his study of Eastern Indians wife, who are former members of structor of the COP art depqrt- and Mrs. Rubin won 1st in oils.
— Patronize Our Advertisers —
in the United States.
the group and now missionaries.
Dr. Jacoby gained much of his A young biology teacher accepts
information when he took a sem the missionary call, and three stu
ester's leave of absence to work dents wrestle with the issues in
under the Columbia Foundation volved in going to a foreign land
D O N ' T M I S S $$ $ $ D A Y
grant last year.
to work for the church.
"Carousel" will be the theme of
the "final fling" dance, sponsored
by South, West, and North Halls,
on Saturday, May 19, from 9 to
1 in the cafeteria.
The all-campus dance is stag or
drag. Music will be provided by
the Archania combo.
Members of the committees are
as follows: refreshments — Lou
Israel, Clem McCormick; invita
tions — Lynn Orlobb; hours —
Liz Carley; chaperones — Chris
Diller; decorations — Lou Israel,
Jean Lewis, and Barbara Wil
liams; publicity — Betty Jo
Waters.

Associates Meet
In RE Dept.

COP Composers
Hold Recital

Speech Therapy
Clinic Offers
8-Week Program

Methodist Use
Recruitment Film

Art Awards Won
By COP People

Jacoby To
Lecture

JUST IN...

at MARLEN E'S

Black and Brown

SATURDAY, MAY 1 9
For that easy-to-care-for Personalized Haircut
CALL MR. PAT

D U N L A P ' S Beauty Salon
HO. 6 - 7 5 5 5

MAIN AT HUNTER

Stockton's Newest, Most Modern Motel!
STOCKTON

WAVE/OOCE

COOL, COOL COTTONS AND
SPORTSWEAR
JANTZEN and ROSE MARIE REED
SWIM SUITS
BEACH COATS in Terry Cloth
and BEACH TOWELS

(One Block North of Civic Auditorium)
Phone HOword 6-8554
631 N. CENTER
STOCKTON

• Closest Motel to COP •

Masde*te!L-Apspxitel

2345 Pacific Avenue

33 N. Sutter

Shot*

Free Parking at
Stockton Public Parking Lot
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OUTSTANDING SENIOR ATHELETS
DOH CORNELL

BOB TAYLOR

Don Cornell was born in the
Bob Taylor is this year's most
year 1933 in Kansas City, Mo.
outstanding senior swimmer and
His family then moved to Inglewater polo player at the College
wood, California, which is now
of the Pacific.
his present home. He attended
Bob was an outstanding swim
Inglewood high school and was
mer in high school, winning a
a star halfback on the football
varsity letter all four years at
team and lettered in every sport
Hayward Union High which al
for four years.
ways has an outstanding swim
Don came to Pacific in the
ming team in Northern Califor
spring of 1953 and played foot-1
nia each year.
ball and rugby for the Tigers. He J
From high school Bob attended
has lettered three times in foot
Stockton College where he proved
ball and four times in Rugby.
his ability in the water against
During his first year of varsity
college competition. He was a
competition on the Bengal eleven
top swimmer and first string
he played behind Art Leibscher.
water polo player for the Stock
Next season he was Coach Myers'
ton Mustangs, and he held the
first string left halfback. With
JC record in the 440 yard free
the aid of Don's great running
style which was just broken.
and scoring ability the Bengals
After a year in Junior College
were able to have a winning sea
Taylor
enrolled at the College of
June 10th will end the active son. The 1955 season was a let
Cesare Ciatti, or "Mr. Person
Tom Perry, the well-known the Pacific where he has been
collegiate career of
G e n e down for Pacific because Don star athlete from College of the a valuable asset to Coach Bob ality," as he is called by the stu
"Twinks" Cronin, born in Grand was injured most of the season. Pacific has just finished his last Anttila's water polo team and dents, was born July 4, 1934. He
While playing Rugby, Don was season in a blaze of glory on the Coach Chris Kjeldsen's swim is 5' 11" tall and weighs 170 lbs.
Island, Nebraska o n November
a starter in the backfield all four cinder-path. Tom was an out ming team for the past three Ces attended Washington Irv
20th, 1932.
years. Many people compared him standing athlete in both football years.
ing Grammar School and Portola
College football was only a re
with Walter Johnson of Rutgers, and track at his old alma-mater,
Junior High School, both in San
For
the
last
two
years
Bob
has
mote thought in Gene's mind as
for his outstanding play.
Francisco.
Ces later attended GeyOakland
High
School.
He
was
been first string forward on the
the family hitched the horses to
serville High School where he
Now that Don has used up all an all leaguer in football.
Bengal's
Water
Polo
team,
being
the wagon and headed for Cali
of his eligibility you will usually
Tom entered COP in the Fall second in scoring this last sea was president of the student body,
fornia. The family homesteaded
find him playing golf. He plays semester of '52. He was one of son. The boys who throw the yel an all-league basketball player
in lone in 1938; and just 10 years
a pretty fair game shooting in the main reasons that our year low ball around the swimming for three years, and second base
later Gene was sitting on his
the low 80's.
ling club had such an outstand pool chose Bob Taylor to be the on the baseball team for two
horse riding to the red school
years.
Don
is
affiliated
with
Omega
ing record and in turn received team's captain also last season.
house in Sacramento.
Phi fraternity where he has been the most valuable player award
Ces started his basketball
On
the
swimming
team
Bob
At McClatchy High, Gene be a credit to the house. Whenever
Tom has also been very active in was the team's leading scorer career when he was in the fifth
came active in sports. He lettered there is any work to be done or
other activities around campus racking up 49% points in the grade, his first coach being his
three years in football and three committees to be on you will
He is an engineering major and 1956 campaign. He did this swim uncle. Upon graduating from
in basketball. While playing foot usually find Don in there doing
is president of the Block P let ming the 220 yard freestyle and high school in 1952, Ces entered
ball he was voted on the Sacra his share. He is also a member of
terman's
society. Tom organized the 440 yard freestyle for the Ti the College of the Pacific. During
mento all-city team.
the Block 'P' society.
and got the ball rolling with our gers. He also was second man, his four years here, he has been
Don is majoring in Business boxing show this semester,
After Gene graduated from
on the men with orange and black vice president of Omega Phi Al
McClatchy he entered Sacramen Administration and will gradu imagine the coaches here at Paci suits, very successful four-man pha and also vice president of the
to Junior College for one sem ate this June. Besides being a fic are still thanking their lucky relay team with Bob Gaughran, PSA.
Ces has been very active in
ester, then decided to further his splendid athlete he is also a con stars the day this young athlete Roger Moreau and Bob Hardman.
education by accepting an ath scientious student.
walked on campus and enrolled
Next season both of our coach campus activities. He is a mem
letic scholarship to the College of
in school.
es are going to miss the swim- ber of the Blue Key Honor So
Pacific.
ming. abilities of Bob Taylor very ciety, and he has been a first
string varsity basketball player
much.
Gene's athletic career here at
for two years. He won the Most
the college has been an outstand
Valuable Frosh Player award as
ing one. He has lettered three
a Freshman.
Here is a brief history on the
years in football and two in rug
Having majored in Business Ad
1 . W h i l e C a r l E r s k i n e w a s sports career of Jim Collins,
by. While playing tackle, his jun
ministration and Industrial Sales,
ior year, he was elected by his pitching a no-hitter last Saturday. soon-to-be-graduated senior, who
Ces plans to work for a steel
teammates as the outstanding What other major league sensa has led a remarkable sports life
The College of the Pacific Ti
lineman, and in his senior year tion hurled no hit ball for 8 throughout high school and col gers came out on the short end company after graduation unless
Uncle Sam interferes.
lege.
was voted team captain, most straight innings?
of a double golf match against
ANS.: Don Ferrarese, Balti
valuable senior, and invited to
The most interesting fact on the University of San Francisco
participate in the annual East- more Orioles.
Jim is, that he is not only inter and San Jose State here Satur other man ever to beat him.
2. What local team lost their ested himself in athletics at
On Monday, Badger, Henry
West Shrine game for the crip
day. The Bengals lost to USF,
pled children. In this" game he National title last week?
school, but dealt actively in stu 9% to 8%, and to San Jose, 15 Wegener, Britt Vail, and John
ANS. Stockton YMCA Volley dent affairs. While in high school to 3.
Irwin will travel to Fresno for
turned in an outstanding per
ball
team.
formance for the West team.
Jim was the president of his
Medalists for the day were the CBA's annual golf tourna
3. What annual major track
ment at Fort Washington Coun
Gene was drafted by the De and field spectacle is going to class and also president of the Dons Glenn Dooley and Charlie try Club. Tiger match results:
student
body
at
Live
Oak
High
Leider
with
75s.
Bob
Badger
of
troit Lions, as their fifth choice take place in Baxter stadium
San Francisco vs. Pacific
School. While in high school Jim COP shot a 78 and John Fry of
in last year's annual football June 2?
Bob Badger (COP) d. John Fry,
lettered
in
football,
baseball,
bas
USF
had
an
81.
draft. If he can clear his status
ANS. The Pacific Association ketball, and track four years in
2%-%;
Bill Schwallie (USF) d.
Badger, in winning from Fry,
with the Army he will report to meet.
Henry Wegener, 2-1; Ron Avana
row.
After
graduation
from
handed
the
Don
his
2nd~loss
in
training camp July 25th for prac
4. Who broke the 220 yard high school Jim attended Yuba
zino (USF) d. Bill Jacobs, 2-1;
tice.
dash world's record in track last Junior College, where he lettered a college match. A former Tiger, Ron Dillon (USF) tied Britt Vail,
Russ
Shepherd,
was
the
only
Saturday?
1%-1%; Mike Mathis (COP) d.
in football and baseball. Jim also
ANS. Dave Sime, Duke.
Arnie Ornellas, 2%-%.
was
chosen
president
of
the
LetBE SURE...
sights on a coaching career. Jim
5. What Pacific graduate just terman's Society at Yuba JC.
San Jose vs. Pacific
intends to do some graduate work
received a coaching position at
Badger (COP) d. Ernie George,
Jim
came
to
Pacific
in
the
SIGN UP FOR
at Chico State College. That is if 3-0; Jack Cummings (SJ) d. Weg
Tracy Union High School?
spring of 1954 and while at Paci he and Uncle Sam can work out
ANS. Henry Welch.
SPORTS WRITING
fic lettered in football and base some type of agreement. In any ener 3-0; Glenn Dooley (SJ) d.
ball. Now as Jim prepares for case a lot will be heard in the Bill Jacobs, 3-0; Charlie Leider
Patronize Our Advertisers
(SJ) d. Vail, 3-0; Jim Clark (SJ)
graduation he has already set his |valley about Coach Jim Collins.
d. John Irwin, 3-0; Eddie Duino
(SJ) d. Mathis, 3-0.

GENE CRONIN

TOM PERRY

— SPORTS
QUIZ —

S E E

Y O U A L L
F A L L

N E X T

B I L L

— Head for —

THE END ZONE

Badger Top Man In
USF Golf Match

Sign on the back of a warI weary jeep: Don't pass, push.

Get those GREEN GRASS
STAINS Out

a n d . . .

— YOUR ON-CAMPUS REFRESHMENT CENTER —

JIM COLLINS

CES CIATTI

Give the weeds an inch and
I they'll take a yard.

S L O S S

Campus Representative
DKIVLIS

^

HERE —JUNE 2nd

CLEANERS
1603 PACIFIC AVE.

PACIFIC ASSOCIATION

Next to EI Dorado School
-4

TRACK MEET
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a.
x i Gridmen Shine Offensively In Drills
PanriCf|P3>pOrt0 Whiltier Throws Four T.D. Passes

tearing up the turf until two
days before the scrimmage when
he met head on with John Wil
liams. Uselton is out indefinitely
with a broken wrist, and Wil
Coach Jack Meyers and staff will herd their 43 COP Tiger liams has been steadily making it
SPORTS EDITOR
MORGAN STOLTZ footballers into Baxter Stadium tomorrow at 2 p.m. for an offensive to the infirmary for chest treat
ASSOC. EDITOR
DICK CUM>IINGS scrimmage. By G o'clock the Tigers will have completed 15 of their
ment. Both should be back in
Reporters Roger Linn, A1 Culp, Chuck Chatfield, Matt Russell 20 practice periods.
action next week.
Coach Meyers rated last Sat-+
Jim Timms, Bob Maron, Ed Eastberg, Sid Smith, Maurice Jones
Jim Collins, Ron Nunn, Jack Meeks, Frank Lowery, Don urday's defensive scrimmage as nursing injuries, thus placing
the best to date, but he was far heavy burden on the remaining
Gwaltany, John Thomas
from satisfied, as the offensive heavies. Big Joe Nicholls ap
groups repeatedly drove the ball peared very strong as he went
all over the field. Winning praise the distance and still had enough
for their efforts were tackle Bill left to practice track later in the
Streigel and end Farrell Funston. afternoon.
Quarterback Del Whittier was
The expected battle for the cen
the prime reason that the offense ter position between Roland Rut
sparkled, as he threw four touch ter and Jack O'Rourke was de
By DICK CUMMINGS
down passes. End Ed Sowash layed Friday afternoon when Rut
As the spring semester at College of the Pacific draws to a grabbed two of them and Gene
ter jammed a nerve in his shoul
close, we would like to give you, the readers, a summary of what Campbell and Matt Russell pluck der.
has happened, what is happening, and what is going to hannen ed the others from the surround
Galen Laack and Bob Lee came
in intramural sports.
^
ing defenders.
through with workmanlike per
Roger Metoyer and Gene Peter formances. Laack's knee, which
WHAT HAS HAPPENED
Rhizomia kept the football tro meet which is May 21st and 22nd, son looked good running with the was cut open last winter, has
phy, which they have had for should be a welcome and popu ball from their left half position, healed, and barring further com
several years, by going unde lar attraction. So far, 5 learns but it was Campbell who was plications, will be in top shape by
feated through the football sea have been entered and this should most impressive. The swift senior next fall.
was repeatedly good for yardage,
create plenty of competition.
son.
Many candidates are on the
and was slashing savagely while
Archery,
one
of
the
oldest
field
in sweat clothes, because
North Hall won the basketball
on defense.
they are ineligible until next fall
trophy in a thrilling final game sports in the world, is currently
enjoying a revival. Hunting clubs,
Tom Perry stayed on top of the Rated highly on the coaches
from Rhizomia.
Omega Phi went undefeated whose members use nothing but list of right halfbacks, as he charts, they will be top contend
through the volleyball tourney to bows and arrows for weapons, proved his rating with several ers. Bob Denton, a tackle con
are forming all over the country. short gainers. He was especially verted to end, should see much
win the volleyball trophy.
Sid Smith, the hottest free Perhaps College of the Pacific effective as a blocker. Number action next year. Denton, who ap
thrower to compete in the free will be able to furnish some new two man Lee Allerdice saw limi pears skinny with crane-like legs,
throw tournament in a long time, members for these clubs after ted action due to a pulled muscle is actually very wiry, and his
in his thigh.
speed and size should go a long
racked up an astounding 88%, as the archery tournament on the
22nd
and
23rd
of
May.
Any
of
you
Jerry Fairley had a top day way in solving Coach John
he dropped in 44 out of 50 free
throws both days of the contest who are interested in archery, alternating at the two tackle Rhode's end problem.
Another no-contacter, guard
to win handily. If he can shoot can go to Baxter Stadium on spots. The stalwart Eskimo was
an average like that next year those days, to watch the show. like a glacier as he smashed run Art Mesistrano, has looked good
his first year of varsity basket Adequate protection will be fur ner after runner with his icy i n t h e d r i l l s a n d s h o u l d g i v e
tackles. Survivors were icicles of Laack a good battle for the spot
ball, he will really be an asset to nished for all spectators.
There, you have a summary of agony.
next to the center on the left
the team.
the intramural sports during the
Three of Coach John Nikce- side.
WHAT IS HAPPENING:
past year at College of the Pari vich's tackles watched the fray
Top prospect Ken Uselton was
The handball tourney is draw fic. It has been an interesting and
ing to a close; the final playoff exciting year, producing many
SHOW STUDENT BODY CARDS
will be between Jack Meeks and upsets and new champions, but
GO IN AT JUNIOR PRICES
on
the
other
hand,
some
of
the
Bob Gillen. The local betting fac
tion has Meeks favored, but it contests came out as predicted
should be a good contest. They and some of the old champions
are the final two contestants are still in command.
from a ten-man field.
The third round of the horse
shoe tourney is in progress with
Nisby playing against Marden;
Daytola against Chootes; and
LAST
"ALEXANDER THE GREAT'
O'Rourke is to play the winner
In competition with the base
DAY!
"OUR MISS BROOKS"
of the second round contest be ball team Coach Mel Moretti's
tween Baldwin and Lindo. Taylor tennis team had a rather unsuc
defeated Funston in their bracket cessful season. Out of 14 matches
of the third round.
the team was unable to eke out a
The Softball contest is drawing meager victory. Last year the
to a close with Archania and team was just as unsuccessful,
In the classroom, j
Omega Phi playing for the cham only winning 1 out of 14.
on o d a t e ...
pionship.
The members of this year's
Rough Rider cords really rate.
Sigma Delta Psi athletic frater team were, in order, Vance Nel
nity contest is underway. The son, Arlen Digitale, Dick EasterHandiest item in your wardrobe.
Mth was the first day of compe- brook, Maynard Bostwick, and
Get a pair today.
tition and Dr. Voltmer says that Larry Vinsonhaler, and all are re
So far, no one has been elimin turning next year except Vance
ated.
Nelson who will graduate this
It's too early to make any posi June. All five of these net men
tive predictions about who's going received this block.
t° win the intramural athletics
Maynard Bostwick, new PSA
high point man contest, but Frank vice-president, has a 6-10 average
Baldwin, last year's champion, is for the season; much is also ex
definitely in contention.
pected of him next year. Maynard
Dr. Voltmer hopes to be able also combined with Larry Vin
ROUGH RIDER
. Present the large trophy to the sonhaler to compile the amazing
dinner of the high point man total of 2 wins and a draw in the
SLACKS...
oontest at the honors convocation. doubles.
The past two weeks the team
He also asks that all men play
°ff their brackets of each round has been greatly handicapped by
The completest size,
of the tourneys as soon as possi- the absence of their able coach,
e> because the school year is because of his required services
color, and fabric
rapidly drawing to a close and at Spring football practice.
It need be only said that the
assortment are at
"ere is not much time left.
4
COP tennis team could certainly
WHAT IS GOING TO HAPPEN: use some able talent to bolster
iWMWWW—MW—awillll
'
,
The first round of the tennis their forces to come to a par with
(i BASIL RUYSDAEL • NOAH BEERY, Jr. • ser*. n«.b, nussai s. hums «i ocuea oavb
J
00
a
Novel
In
PAUL
L
WEUMJUI
•
Pioduced
by
WILLIAM
FA0IMAN
•
DirtcleO
by
OOJKt
OAVES
.
A
COMB.;
PCTIW
ournament starts May 18th and their other athletic teams and al
a ter looking over the list of
so to field a sparkling group
ClNEMAScOP^ Color by TECHNICOLOB
313-21 E. MAIN
intrants, the competition should against all comers.
SECOND FEATURE
fast and furious.
It also seems as though, that
HO 4-7316
Summer is here, bringing the with a little help these boys
eat with it, so the swimming
could have done better.

INTRAMURAL

ARCHERY ENDS SPORTS YEAR
MANY NEW CHAMPS CROWNED

Rider

CORDS

IS-

yv.

Tennis Team Closes Out |
Poor Year; 14 Losses

STARTS SUNDAY!

Rough+Rider

Valerie FRENCH
Felicia FARR

"The Steel Jungle"
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EDITORIAL

THANK YOU, STAFF
The semester is drawing to a close, and with it my
term as editor of the PACIFIC WEEKLY comes also to
an end. At this time I would like to publicly thank my
hard-working staff for all the help and support they have
given me throughout the semester. 1ruly, I could not have
published the WEEKLY without their cooperation and zest.
AND TO THE ADMINISTRATION . . .
To the administration of Pacific I would like to leave
a few parting remarks. This semester has seen some
progress toward solutions to the problems that have been
facing the school and student body.
A new dorm is finally in progress, and perhaps the
shameful living conditions of the third tloor girls in the
dorms will not occur again. The rapidity with which the
addition is going up shows that the school can achieve
results once it decides on action.
The streets were repaired, finally, and Owen Hall has
been bricked over. These are all accomplishments. What
has been done, however, on the more important issues.
Adequate street and campus lighting has not yet been
installed. The campus is still not safe for the over 500
women on its grounds. How long will we have to wait ?
The traffic problem has not been cleared up, and ped
estrians take their lives in their hands to walk across the
streets. A simple solution to this problem would be to
install at every inetsrection dips or depressions in the pave
ment. The dips have been successful in many schools and
residential areas. This is a good, though not expenive
summer project.
IN CONCLUSION
It has been my policy this semester to print all the
news and to give every department its share of publicity.
At times this has meant that no one could have a great deal
of space if all areas were to be covered.
It was also my wish to generate school spirit. Just
once the campus became aroused to action and that turned
destructive. If such action and spirit could have been di
rected toward some constructive end, such as a drive to get
better campus lighting or a signal for the cross-walk by
Zeta Phi, then much could have been accomplished. It is a
shame to waste such energy on a trifle.
This being the final editorial I shall write, I wish
to ask for stronger school spirit and concerted action on the
part of the student body, and a plan of efficient action from
the administration.
The staff joins with me in wishing all of you good luck
on all vour finals and a restful and interesting vacation.

BURNS CHOSEN B of A
LUNCHEON SPEAKER
Dr. Robert Burns, President of
the College of the Pacific, has
been chosen as the speaker for
the Bank of America's Achieve
ment Awards Luncheon.
The luncheon will be held on
May 25 in the St. Frances Hotel
in San Francisco. Approximately
1500 people, including Central
California high school students
and counselors, are expected to
attend.

PRESBYTERIAN
YOUTH MEET
This Sunday evening the First
Presbyterian Church College
Fellowship will participate in a
dinner for the Westminster Choir
from Fresno.
Sunday, May 27, will be the in
stallation ceremony of the newly
elected officers for next year. A
dinner at 5:30 will precede the
installation ceremony.
The new officers are: presi
dent, Jody Newhouse; vice-presi
dent, Maynard Bostwick; secre

MOMENTS TO REMEMBER:
The first day at Pacific . . .
Tiger Tags . . . standing in lines
and more lines . . . the Quonsets
. . . street dances . . . Rhizomia's
watermelon feed . . . carrying
books to the new library . . .
Freshman election . . . Home
coming Bonfire . . . Tommy Ti
ger . . . Big lil sister party . . .
football games . . . classes . . .
Death of a Salesman . . . class
clown, Bruce Gledhill . . . mail or
lack of mail from home . . . your
first cut.. . food(?) at the dining
hall . . . being perennially broke
all the time ... the four-fifths
. . . campused sign on doors of
girls living groups . . . steak
house . . . Opera, Don Giovanni
. . . Christmas Teas . . . final
exams . . . Candy Cane Ball . . .
term papers . . . CHRISTMAS
VACATION . . . registration and
more lines . . . Kiddie Dance . . .
fraternity rushing . . . Band
Frolic . . . Malibu . . . Sorority
rushing . . . Caprician Fantasy
..." Naranjado Mickey Babb
crowned Belle of Archania . . .
The Anteater . . . marching of
the Confederate Army . . . Choir
Tour . . . D. L.'s strip in the li
brary . . . Band Tour . . . im
provement of food in dining hall
... J. M.'s one minute mile
through West Hall . . . midnight
feasts . . . Gene Kelley's (D.L.)
dance at the end zone . . . Cotil
lion Casino . . . Chris Diller's
smile . . . Parents Day . . . Roll
ing Pin . . . Musical, "One Thing
After Another" . . . Freshman
Cake Sale . . . wading in Pacific
lawns . . . Art Mesistrano . . .
Mardi Gras week . . . elections
. ."TUgly Man . . . Hopalong Herb
Steiner . . . Spurs tapping . . .
Pacific Weekly . . . Gus Olson's
bermuda shorts . . . Archania's
fire engine . . . Tully Knoles . . .
WUS auction ... Pat Mondon's
long drink of water, Bill Macgregor . . . Term paper . . . cerebral
palsy penny march . . . the "gen
tleman of the campus," Ernie
Lindo . . . FINAL EXAMS . . .
the hurried packing with com
ments, "how did I ever collect so
much junk?" . . . your last coke
at the End Zone . . . "So long,
it's been good to know you" and
write about you . . .

No Some
Action Action Results
X
Road Repairs
Better Campus Lighting X
X
Parking Problem
X
Traffic Problem
Campus Safety
Construction
Night Vandalism
ON THE AIR
By LIZ LASKIN
On May 26th, the student
broadcasting on KCVN-FM will
come to a close. However, KCVNFM will still be going strong; 7-10
p.m., Monday through Friday,
will be the new schedule. This
will continue until next fall when
station manager Mike O'Connor
and a new staff will return with
student broadcasting. Be sure to
continue to dial 91.3 on your FM
receiver for hi-fi listening this
summer.
KCVN-FM welcomes a new
staff member, who is replacing
Ken Tatton; Ken is moving on
to KSTN. Jim Alexander is the
newest addition to the KCVN
staff, and he is in charge of en
gineering.
Speaking of staff and faculty,
John Crabbe will be returning to
the station after a year's leave
of absence. Mr. Elliott will stay
on at KCVN to assist Mr. Crabbe.

This possibly is not the best
time to touch on such a ticklish
subject. Several weeks ago this
column discussed the benefits and
advantages gained from the band
and choir tours. Today we would
like to mention some of the more
significant drawback attached to
these events.
One of the big problems is
that of missing classes. In the
classes where it is possible, the
student must provide "make-up"
work; also class work and lec
tures are missed. Of course one
can copy notes of someone else's
impressions, but this is, at best,
only a second choice.

There are several factors in
Attention North, South and
West Halls; KCVN members will volved in finance. For one, the
be invading your rooms tomor school doesn't make any profit
row, but don't doubt their duty. directly from these tours — we
They are merely detaching your add, however, that that is not the
purpose of the totirs. But, if the
speakers.
tours would merely "break even"
"Pacific Profiles" continues on
they'd have done well.
KOVR-TV Monday; this show,
Also, each student has paid
produced by Jean Tudor, will fea
money for the classes he misses.
ture the School of Pharmacy.
There comes a time when one
But nowhere have I heard it
must take his exodus. Such a suggested that the tuition for
time has come to me. After four those days missed be refunded!
fabulous years at COP (three of Wouldn't it be the morally cor
which I wrote "On the Air,") I'm rect and business-like thing to do?
being handed a diploma, though And, added to this is the fact that
not without a heavy heart.
on both tours, at one time or an
I'll spare you the woes of se- other, the students themselves
nioritis, but I'd like to say that had to add money from their
it's been great. Thanks for read own pockets to defray group ex
ing the column; please look for it penses! They did so without com
next year with a new writer. I'll plaining, griping, or probably re
Over 200 people attended the be thinking of you.
alizing just how completely un
annual Barbeque Dinner, held in
justified doing so was.
Your pal forever, "Liz."
front of Weber Hall last Saturday
A slightly less significant tour
by the chemistry department.
disadvantage,
but still consider
The affair is an annual joint WRA Activities End
able ,is the bad light in which the
meeting of the COP chapter of Hold Picnic Party
entire music department is putthe Student Affiliates of the
The Women's Recreation Asso Other departments take the atti
American Chemical Society with
the Sacramento section of * the ciation closed its activities with a tude that music majors are here
professional members of this so "bang" this year. Following the to have fun making music, but
ciety. Professional groups of the swimming meet this week, the to do little in the way of scholar
WRA crew moved on to Miss ship.
Stockton area also attended.
A technical address by Dean Sheldon's house where a picnic
Of course, these tours are loads
William Young of UCLA, dean of was held and the new officers of fun, but we do come to school
physical sciences, climaxed the were installed. Not only was for an education. How much do
there celebrating for a successful these tours help or hinder us in
meeting.
year under past President Doni doing so?
tary, Sally Gannon; treasurer, Capillo, but enthusiastic specula
Helen Hoffman; publicity, Sally tion for next year's President LIBRARY NEWS
Robinson; Outreach, Fred Wade- Barbara Turner.
Mr. Allan R. Laursen has an
COP has been chosen President
man.
of the Extra Mural League of nounced that in the interest of
Pearl: How come you flunked Northern California, which means students who wish to study f°r
that Barbara will be heading that finals, the library will maintain
geology?
Earl: I guess I just took every league, plus our own organiza its regular hours on Memorial
Day.
tion.
thing for granite.

Ghem Deparlment
Holds Barbeque

J

